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The new patch has been released and bought the rom and digital version of the game to have the
patch but i dont have the card where i can put the patch. Do you know if the patch was made to work
with h-encore 2 or its not compatible with the new firmware? Is it possible to download a rom from the
psp store (this is the cheapest place I could find) and transfer it to my vita and then download a rom
for the game and install to my vita with my primary PSN account? I understand that is an awkward

situation and am kind of wondering if that approach will work and if the patch will work on a rom with
firmware 3.70 and h-encore 2. Thank you for the help in advance and again, if this does not make

sense I am sorry because I am not very familiar with vita hacking! I have never had a PS Vita but am
interested in playing the game and getting the patch. I do not know much about any PS Vitas so was

wondering which one I should buy or what are the requirements I should look for when purchasing one
or will I be having to do all of that myself after purchasing it. Sorry if this doesnt make sense as I barely
understand my question and just need help. Ive seen reddit posts complaining about how the patch is
not free. I just wanted to let you know that many otome fans like me appreciate the blood sweat and

tears you guys put into this. Buying the game and supporting both the original creators along with the
patch team should be a no brainer, sadly some people can be very entitled. This is the true spoiler of

the whole game so skip this if you dont want to be spoiled! The revelation here is that Nova is actually
the Orion that couldnt save Mary in all those bad ends. That hopelessness of Orion bulked together and

created Nova, and of course both are in love with Mary. Because he was in love with her and didnt
want to see her die, he basically kept her in this loop in Amnesia World over & over. He realized he was

being selfish though and decided to finally let her go so she could move forward into the future.
However once Mary remembers everything it turns out she was the selfish one who made a wish to be
with Orion forever.which is why she came back to this loop in the first place (and hence the excuse for

this game XD). Depending on the choice you make, you either end up with Shotarion being like
ONEESAN DONT CRY or the true end with Nova. Novas end is he ends up being punished for the wish

he granted and is sent back to earth to uhcontinue granting wishes. One of the wishes is of course
Marys wish to see Nova again and he shows up in front of her wiping her tears away. I dont think I got
attached to Nova as I did to Orion but also could be because I kept having flashbacks to NTR Mermaids

and NTR Piano due to the same voice actor voicing the protag lol. (Both are great anime by the way
that I highly recommend!) Also, Orion is such a QTpie whos been with us for so long its hard to

suddenly accept adult Orion as Nova who feels like he has a rather different personality to begin with.
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Thanks for the game, the original is pretty boring and has alot of flaws such as automatic battle
animations and terrible camera controls. if the game could be made playable with amnesia later, that

would be great. If you would make iuhh , thank you for all your hard work on this and other otome
games I played Amnesia Purple Cell on my PS3 now and its very fun. Thank you to the team for a great
game. Thank you, the_stalker, I actually agree that the original game was not something I wanted to

play. So I'm glad that you got to play it. I think it's a shame that the game's English patch did not work
out, but you did a great job. Keep doing your thing! Hi guys! About the patch I have a simple question,

is it possible to extract the patch from a game with out a PC? I'm trying to use my Vita Vita memory
card since I'm having problems loading my memory card to my ps4. I'm wondering if there's a way to

extract the patch from my memory card without using a pc and a rom manager. Any help will be
appreciated I have a question, I have this new game developed by psp my vita doesn't have enough
memory so I have to make the game work with sd2vita I have already used the patch but I dont have

the memory card where I could put the patch! Are you still providing the patch? i have tried everything
to send me the patch from my memory card and the game is very hard to work with it Hi guys I have a
quick question about the patch. I noticed that there is a new patch for h-encore. Do you know when it

will be available or is there any way to get it. I would really like to try out the new patch because I don't
like the previous patch. 5ec8ef588b
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